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POSITIVE SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTIONS AND THE
HOLDER CONTINUITY OF CONFORMAL MAPPINGS
J. M. ANDERSON AND A. HINKKANEN
ABSTRACT
We study the rate at which a positive superharmonic function u can tend to zero at a boundary point
z0 of a plane domain G. In particular, if G is a quasidisk, and a > 0 is given, we show that the condition
that lim inf u(z)/dist (2, dG)m > 0 as z -* z0 in G for any such u is related to the condition that the conformal
map/o f the unit disk onto G wi tha l ) = zois Holder continuous with exponent a at the point 1. This leads
us to consider the problem of finding the best exponent a for which/is Holder continuous. The answer
depends on how we characterize quasidisks or quasicircles. In this connection we give a negative answer
to a question of Nakki and Palka.
1. Introduction
1.1. Let G denote a plane domain and suppose that u is a positive superharmonic
function in G. We started our investigation by considering the question, suggested by
the results in [7, 8], of at what rate u(z) can tend to zero as z approaches a point on
the boundary dG of G, at least if dG satisfies some regularity conditions. Our
conclusions, whose proof is rather elementary, lead us to consider the more difficult
question concerning the best exponent of Holder continuity of a conformal mapping
of the unit disk onto a quasidisk D when the quasicircle 3D is parametrized by means
of cross ratios. In that connection, our main result is Theorem 4, stated in Section 3
below, which disproves a conjecture of Nakki and Palka [11] concerning the order of
magnitude of that best exponent.
We start by explaining our results for positive superharmonic functions u in a
domain G. It is well known that if G is the unit disk A = {z: \z\ < 1} then
liminf«(z)(l-|2|)-1 >0 , (1.1)
and a number of recent results (see, for example, [7] or [8]) have extended this result
to other classes of domains. For a set E, we let d(z, E) denote the distance from z to
the set E. Recently, Kuran has shown, for a class of domains G known as ^-admissible
(see [7, p. 269] for the definition) that
lim inf u(z)(d(z,dG))-1> 1.
Moreover, there is a local version of this result [7, Theorem 2, p. 269] in that if G is
merely a-admissible at a point zoedG then
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It will turn out that an important consideration in such results is the behaviour of
the conformal mapping from A to a neighbourhood of a point zoedG. It is convenient
to formulate the following elementary result as a theorem. We denote the extended
complex plane by C.
THEOREM 1. Let G be a domain in C with z0 a finite boundary point ofG. Suppose
that there is a Jordan curve or a non-degenerate Jordan arc F and a neighbourhood U
ofz0 such that U OdG is an arc ofF. Let D be a component ofC\Ffor which D C\ G 0 V
is not empty for any neighbourhood V ofz0, and let f be a conformal mapping of A onto
D with f{\) = z0. Suppose that there are positive constants M, e and a such that
for \z\ < 1, \z— 1| < £. Then, for any positive superharmonic function u defined in G we
have
lim inf u(z) (d(z, dG))~1/a > 0. (1.3)
zeCfi'o
The open set C\F has one or two components, and if there are two of them, say
Dx and Z)2, then G n Dt n V might be non-empty for both / = 1 and / = 2, for any
neighbourhood V of z0. If so, then we have (1.3) as z-> z0 in G provided that the
conformal mapping/ of A onto Dt, wi th/ ( I ) = z0, satisfies (1.2) (with /replaced by
/ ) f o r / = 1 , 2 .
If, for example, dG consists of countably many disjoint Jordan arcs and curves
that cluster at most at infinity, then each finite zoedG has a neighbourhood U as in
Theorem 1 (it is, however, another matter to determine under what circumstances
(1.2) holds).
We shall be concerned with the case 0 < a ^ 1. For if a > 1, then (1.2) implies that
/ ' (z) -> 0 as z tends to any point on an arc of 8A. By Privalov's theorem,/' = 0 so that
/ i s constant and hence not conformal. If 0 < a ^ 1 and if (1.2) holds for all ze A then
a well-known result of Hardy and Littlewood [6] asserts that fe Lip (a, A) and
conversely (see, for example, [5, Theorem 5.1]). We say, of course, that fe Lip (a, A)
if and only if
for some positive Mx and all z,,z2eA.
1.2. To prove Theorem 1, let g be a conformal map of A onto
Vx = { z : \ z - \ \ < e 1 } f ] A
with g(\) = 1 where e1 is so small that ex < e and^KJ <= G. By reflection, we extend
g to a conformal map of A U {z: |z— 1| < 3} onto some neighbourhood of the point. 1.
We take 3 e (0, ej so small that 1 /c ^ \g'(z)\ ^ c for some c > 1 whenever |z — 11 < 3/2
and thus also if \g(z)— 1| < 8X, for some 31e(0,8).
By [8, Proposition 1, p. 199], the positive superharmonic function v = uofog
defined in A satisfies
Let pD denote the Poincare density in D. Since
\f(g(z))g'(z)\(\ -|z|2) = pD((fog)(z)r > d((fog)(z), 3D)
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and d(w,dD) = d(w,dG) when |vt> —zo| is small enough, and since
for some c1 > 1 when \z— 11 is small enough, we see after some calculations that (1.2)
together with the above estimates implies (1.3). This proves Theorem 1.
1.3. The relation of our problem to that of conformal mapping is further illustrated
by the following rather simple observation.
THEOREM 2. Let g map the Jordan domain G conformally onto the upper half-plane
or onto the semidisk {z: \z\ < 1 and Im z > 0} with g(z0) = 0 where z0 is a finite boundary
point of G. Then for any positive superharmonic function u in G we have
liminf-^->0. (1.5)
Since Img is a positive harmonic function in G, it follows that Img gives the
slowest rate at which a positive superharmonic function in G can tend to zero as
z^z0.
In Theorem 2, we could assume that G is a general simply connected domain, not
necessarily a Jordan domain, provided that {z0} is the impression of a prime end and
that the point z0 belongs to the impression of only one prime end. Under these
assumptions, the statement g(z0) = 0 makes sense.
To prove Theorem 2, we note that the result (1.1) for the unit disk can be used
together with a conformal mapping argument to deduce that the positive
superharmonic function v = uog'1 defined in g(G) satisfies
iM>0. (1.6)
u-0 I m V V
iveg(G)
Here g(G) is the upper half-plane or a semidisk. Replacing w by g(z) in (1.6) we obtain
(1.5). This proves Theorem 2.
1.4. When G is simply connected, there is a converse relation between (1.2) and
(1.3).
THEOREM 3. Suppose that the conformal map f of A onto the simply connected
domain G in C with the finite boundary point z0 satisfies f{z) -* zoas z-*• 1 in A. Suppose
that a > 0 and that
whenever u is a positive superharmonic function in G. Then there are positive numbers
e, M and Mx, independent ofu, such that (1.2) holds for all ze W = A n {z: \z— 1| < e}
and such that (1.4) holds for all zi,z2e W.
The conclusion (1.2) shows that we must have had 0 < a ^ 1. To prove Theorem
3, we apply (1.7) to w(z) = -\o%\f-\z)\ and note that «(z) ^  2(1 -\f~\z)\2) when
\f~l(z)\ ^ |. Let p(. be the Poincare density in G. Since
cP(;{z)-1 = c{\-\f-\z)nnr\z))\ a.8)
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as z ->z0 in G, we obtain (1.2), and hence (1.4) by integration (cf. [6, p. 427]). Note
that if oo £ G, then (1.8) holds for all z e G with c = |, while if oo e G, then (1.8) holds
with, say, c = £ when |z —zo| is small enough. This proves Theorem 3.
2. Quasidisks: the standard definition
Suppose that G is a Jordan domain in C, and le t /map A conformally onto G. If
/ has a quasiconformal extension F to C with complex dilatation n = FJFZ and if
further the L^-norm ||//||x of// satisfies H/zll^  ^ K < 1, then G is called a *:-quasidisk.
Simple calculations together with [12, Lemma 9.9, p. 287] show that then for any
with F(Q ^ oo there are positive numbers M and e such that
for \z\ < l,|z — (| < e. Thus (1.2) holds with a = 1 — K, and so Theorem 1 yields the
following consequence.
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a domain in C whose boundary consists of finitely many
disjoint quasicircles, and suppose that for each component F of dG, the component of
<C\F containing G is a K-quasidisk. Then for any positive superharmonic function u in
G and for each finite zoedG, (1.3) holds with a = 1 —K as z -* z0 in G.
The following example shows that the conclusion of Corollary 1 cannot, in
general, be improved. The various assertions that we make about this example will
not be proved here since the proofs involve only routine considerations. For a fixed
K with 0 < K < 1, we set
G1 = {z:|argz|<(l-/c)7r/2}
and take G = 0(GX) where <f>{z) = (z— l)/(z + 1). Then Gt and G are /c-quasidisks (cf.
[2, pp. 81-82], where 1 — K is replaced by 1 + K even though a similar argument works
for 1 — K also). For Rez > 0, we define y/(z) = zll(1~K), taking that branch which is
positive for z = x > 0. Now set g = 0o t//o</>~1 so that g maps G conformally onto A
and g(z) is real for real z.
We choose z0 = — 1 and note that
g\Z) -r I ~ Z. \ Z •+• I )
as z-» —1 along the real axis in G. The function u(z) = 1 +Re^(z) is positive and
harmonic in G. Moreover, as z -• — 1 along the real axis is G, we have
d(z, dG)~(z+\) sin [(1 - K) n/2].
Hence
u(z) _
 K . 1/{K_X)
z—l.zec d(z,dG)1/a h)
zrcal
3. Quasidisks: the geometric definition
In [1, p. 295] Ahlfors gave a geometric characterization of quasicircles. This led
Gehring to formulate the following definition, which seems to have first appeared
in [3] and subsequently in [4]. A Jordan curve F in C is called a k-circle where
0 < k ^ 1 if and only if
1-1 - 2 M - 3 - 4 I ' 1 -2 - 3 1 1-4 - l l
9-2
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whenever zv z2, z3 and z4 are distinct points of F that follow each other in the positive
or negative direction on F. If one of the zf is infinite, we interpret the left-hand side
of (3.1) in the obvious way. A curve F is a 1-circle if and only if F is a circle or a
straight line. We further note that a /c-circle is the boundary of a /c-quasidisk where
K depends on k only, and that the boundary of any /c-quasidisk is a ^-circle for some
k depending on K only.
The standard examples of curves which are ^-circles are
F, = {0, oo} U {z:|argz| = arcsin &}, ")
(3.2)
F2 = {0, oo} U {z: |argz\ = n — arcsin k}J
as well as 0(FX) and 0(F2) where 0(z) = (z— l)/(z + 1) as before (see, for example, [3,
pp. 7-10]).
Nakki and Palka have shown in [11, Theorem 2, p. 486] that if / maps
A conformally onto a bounded domain D whose boundary is a ^-circle then
/ e Lip (a0, A), where a0 = ao(A-) is given by
2(arcs in^
n(n — arcsin/:)
It follows from Theorem 1 and the remark after it that, for such a domain D, the
inequality (1.3) holds with a = a0. This value of a0 arises from an estimate, [11,
Lemma 4, p. 492], for the moduli of certain path families, using only weakly the fact
that 3D is a A>circle. Nakki and Palka suggested that if full use is made of the fact that
3D is a A>circle then an improved estimate [11, formula (17), p. 493] for these moduli
might be true. They showed that if this were true then the better result that
/eLip(a1 ,A), where
<Xj = 2(arcsin k)/n, (3.4)
would follow. Note that
ao~(2/7r2)A:2 and 0Lx~{2ln)k as k-+0 + . (3.5)
The following theorem shows that the conjecture that /e Lip (o^, A) is false, at least
for small k, and hence that the corresponding moduli conjecture is also false for such
k. It seems possible that both conjectures are false for all k < 1, though we are unable
to prove this.
THEOREM 4. There is a number k0 with 0 < k0 < 1, such that for any k e (0, k0) there
exists a domain D whose boundary F is a k-circle passing through 0 and oo such that
the following holds. If g maps H = {z:Imz > 0} conformally onto D with g(0) = 0,
g(oo) = oo and |g(l)| = 1 then for all zeH with \z\ < 1 we have
\g(z)\ > A\z\* (3.6)
where a = Bk°- and A and B are positive absolute constants.
In view of (3.5) and (3.6) we see that the conjecture that g is Holder continuous
with exponent ax is asymptotically false as k -> 0 + . Perhaps some interest attaches to
the question of finding the correct behaviour of a as k -*• 0 -I-, though this might be
as difficult as finding the best possible a for each k.
We work in the upper half-plane H rather than in A only for the sake of
convenience. Also the fact that the domain D of Theorem 4 is unbounded causes no
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difficulty. Pick a point woeC\D and consider the domain D1 onto which His mapped
conformally by the function gx(z) = (g(z) — wo)~1. It will be clear that the reasoning
remains valid also for gl and Dv
Theorem 4 yields the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. ForO<k< k0, let D be the domain of Theorem 4. Then there is
a positive harmonic function u in D, namely u = Img"1, and a sequence zneD, zn -> 0,
such that
where a = Bk* as before. In particular, (1.3) cannot hold for any exponent a > Bk*.
Note that it is not claimed (and it is probably not true) that there exists a fixed
absolute constant B such that a = Bk* is exactly best possible in Theorem 4 and in
Corollary 2. It is merely stated that if B is suitably chosen and if k is small enough,
then (3.6) and (3.7) hold for the particular choice a = Bk* even though, for each fixed
k, they might hold also for some slightly smaller values of a.
REMARK. Lesley [10] defined the Jordan curve F to be a c-quasiconformal curve
if there are positive numbers S and c such that
\z1-z2\ + \z2-z3\^c\z1-z3\ (3.8)
whenever z1,z2,z3eT,\z1 — z3\ ^ S and z2 is on that arc of F determined by zx and z3
that has the smaller Euclidean diameter. Le t /be a conformal mapping of A onto the
interior of a bounded c-quasiconformal curve F. Lesley proved that then/e Lip (a2, A)
where a2 = (2/7r)arcsin(l/c) provided that F is of bounded rotation [10, Theorem
4, p. 343], and that in general, fe Lip (a3, A) where
a3 = (2/7r)[arcsin(l/c)]2(7r-arcsin(l/c))-1 ~ 27TV2
as c-> oo [10, Theorem 2, p. 342]. He also gave an example [10, p. 351] where F
is not of bounded rotation and / £ Lip (a, A) for any a > a4, where a4 ~ 16^~2c"2 as
c-* oo.
Thus, if instead of characterizing a quasicircle globally by using the condition (3.1)
that involves four points, we use locally the inequality (3.8) involving three points,
then the correct order of magnitude of the best exponent of Holder continuity is c~2
as c-* oo.
4. An example
4.1. The proof of Theorem 4 is established using the following example. For
k ^ k0, where fcoe(0,1) is to be chosen later, and for suitable positive constants
Ax,A2,...,Ab we define rn = exp(A1nk) for — oo < n < oo and set
•
f4n+2 ~~ l r e • r 2n+ l ^ ' ^ r2n+
hn+3 = {rei0:r = r2n+2,0 ^ 6
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Jin = {rew:r2nexp(A3k) ^ r ^ r2n+1exp(-A3kl6 = AAk},
J*n+i = {rew:r = r 2 n + 1 exp ( -^ 3 / c ) , ^ 4 / r ^ 6 ^ A2k> + A-Ok},
•Am+a = {rei0-r2n+1Q\p(-A3k) ^ r ^ r2tl+2exp(A3k),0 = A2k* + Abk},
= {rew:r = r2n+2cxp(A3k),Aik ^6^ A2
If /c is small enough, depending on Ax,...,Ah, and \iAJAZ is large enough, then
yl = U«—x4 a n d 72 = U n - x ^ n a r e disjoint open Jordan arcs from 0 to oo so that
F = {0, oo} U yx U y2 is a Jordan curve dividing the plane into two disjoint domains.
For our domain D we take that component of C\F not containing the intervals
(>"2»+l> r2»+2) f 0 r " C O < « < CO.
THEOREM 5. For suitable constants ko,Av...,A5 the curve T is a k-circle for
0 < k < k0.
4.2. The proof of Theorem 5 consists of a rather complicated verification of (3.1) and
is given in Sections 6, 7 and 8. Thus, assuming Theorem 5, we let g be the mapping
of H onto D as in Theorem 4. Then g has a A^-quasiconformal extension to C, also
denoted by g. Here K depends on k only. Thus it follows from [9, Theorem 9.1,
p. 106], that
L{r)^c2l(r) fo r al l r>0 (4.1)
where c2 is a constant depending on K and hence on k only while
/(r) = min{|g(z)|:|z| = r}.
For a fixed r with 0 < r < 1, let Pr be the family of paths lying in the semiannulus
H 0 {z: r < \z\ < 1} and joining the segments (— 1, — r) and (r, 1). The modulus M(Pr) of
the family Pr is given by M(Pr) = 7rUog(l/r) (see, for example, [11, formula (21),
p. 494]). Since g is conformal in H we have M(Pr) = M(g(Pr)). Since g(0) = 0 we may
choose r so small that L(r) < /(I).
We seek a lower bound for M(g(Pr)). More precisely, if p is any non-negative Borel
function in the plane such that
I. for all yeg{Pr) (4.2)
then we seek a lower bound for $jcp2dxdy in terms of L(r). Note that yx = g((0, oo))
and y2 = g ( ( - oo,0)) and that the set D n {z: L(r) < |z| </(!)} is covered by the paths
in g(Pr).
4.3. We choose integers / and j so that r2i_2 < L(r) ^ r2i,r2j+1 ^ /(I) < r2J+3. Then
/ ^ y since L(r) < /(I). The set
U {rew:r2n < r < r2Hexp(Aak),AAk <6^ A 2 f y = [j Sn,
n-i n-i
say, is contained in D. Consider a typical radial segment
yB = ire19: r2n < r < r2n exp(A3k)},
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where At k ^ 9 < A2k* and / < n ^j. Now y0 joins yl to y2 so that y0 is a path of the
family g(Pr). If the function /? satisfies (4.2) we obtain by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality that




if k < (2A2/AAy. Summing over n we see that
From the definition of / and j we obtain
"' r2i_2 L{r)' c2L{r)
since, by (4.1), l{\) ^ c^1 L{\) ^ c^1. It is here that we use the assumption that
= 1. Combining this with the known value of M(g(Pr)) we obtain
ilogi = M(g(Pr)) > A H C / - / + 1)
1
log-4A3 [ Axk c2L{r)
This may be reformulated as
where B = 4AxA^nA2Yx. Thus (3.5) holds with A = c22exp( — 3A1k) provided that
L(r) < /(I) (which implies that / ^f). In fact, however, (4.3) is valid for all zeH with
\z\ < 1. For if \z\ = r < 1 and L(r) ^  /(I) then already from (4.1) we have
which is stronger than (4.3). Thus Theorem 4 is proved assuming Theorem 5. We note
that nothing in the above part of the argument has restricted our choice of Ax,..., Ah
and that the only restriction placed on k so far is the condition that k < {2AJA^2.
The proof of Corollary 2 will be given in Section 9.
5. Remarks on the example
For the example D of Section 4, the order of magnitude $ of the exponent of
Holder continuity of the function g is sharp. To prove this, it suffices to find a good
upper bound for M(g(Pr)). We set
_ ((2|z | arcsin A:)"1, z e D, l{r) ^ |z|
(_ 0, otherwise.
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By [11, Lemma 3, p. 490], we have
pds^X for all yeg(Pr)
J:
and hence
M(g(Pr)) < f f p\x +1» dx dy = (2 arcsin A:)"2 H - I f dd).
J JC Jl(r) r Urel°eD )
An obvious estimate shows that
dO ^ max (Aik,Abk) + y/(r),
,
iHeD
where y/(r) = A2k* if r2n ^ r ^ r2nexp{Azk) or r2n+1exp(-A3k) ^ r ^ r2n+v and
y/(r) = 0 otherwise. With A6 — max(A4,A5) we obtain, since arcsink ^ k, that
g ( g ( r ) ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , 3 % / )J (5.1)
Here the integers /? and q are defined by
rp^l(r)<rp+1, r^ ^ L(\) < rq,
and hence
Combining this with (5.1) we see that
Unwinding all this we get for \z\ = r that
for suitable constants Bt and B2.
It follows that to decrease the order of magnitude &* of the exponent of Holder
continuity, if possible at all, one would have to consider a A:-circle that in some
essential way differs from 3D for the above domain D.
6. Proof of Theorem 5. Case I
To prove Theorem 5 we set Z = {zvz2,zz,z4} where the z{ belong to yl U y2 of
Section 4. We thus omit the cases when z{ = 0, oo for some /, but (3.1) will follow in
these cases by continuity. Without loss of generality we suppose that Z is positively
oriented and set
S(Z) = k{\2x - Z2\ \Z3 - Z J + I Z ^ Z J |22 - 2,|}.
We put zi = />yexp(/fy), where 0 < pi < oo and 0 ^ 6} < n/2, for 1 ^ y ^ 4. This
already imposes a restriction of the form k ^ k0 as it assumes that
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There are five cases to consider.
Case I. All the zp 1 <_/ ^  4, lie on yv
Case II. All the zi lie on y2.
Case III. z1ey2 but z2, z3, z4 lie on yv
Case IV. zl5 z2, z3 lie on y2 but z46y1.
Case V. zx, z2 lie on y2 and z3, z4 lie on yv
Case II is similar to Case I and Case IV to Case III; so we shall consider only
Cases I, IN and V.
Case I. Because of the orientation of Z, we have />! < />2 < />3 < />4. We consider
several subcases of Case I, assuming from the start that 0 < k ^ kQ < ^ . We shall
denote by C a positive absolute constant, not necessarily the same at every
occurrence.
Case I(a). All the zt belong to /„ U /v+1 for some fixed v.
If all the points zi belong to /„ for some fixed v then, since Iv is contained in a line
or a circle, (3.1) holds with k=\. Suppose that Z c / v y /v+1, where Iv = [rn, rn+1] and
/v+1 = {rei6:r — rn+l,0 ^ 0 ^ A2k* < \n], for some n. The Mobius transformation
Tn(z) = (rn+l + z)(rn+1-z)-1 maps Iv[) Iv+1 onto a subset of U+ U iU+. Now the
boundary of the first quadrant is a ^ -circle for kx = s\n\n = 2~*(cf. (3.2)). Hence (3.1)
will hold whenever k ^ 2~K The other possibilities for Iv U /v+1 are dealt with
analogously.
From now on we assume that there is no v such that Z c / f u Iv+l.
Case I(b). |z 2 -z 4 | ^ \Ark\zA\ < |z4 | ( l-exp(-/ l1A:)) .
We assume that A1 k < A2k\ which is true if k0 is small enough. Then
|z2-z3| + |z3-z4| ^ C|z2-z4|,
and (3.1) will hold provided that Ckmd.x(\z1 — z2\,\z1 — zi\) ^ |zx — z3|.
By the geometry of yx and by our assumption, we have |z1 — z2| ^ C|zx — z3|. Next,
if z2elv, then our assumption implies that z3,z4e/vU Iv+1. Therefore, by our
assumption, we have zx ^  Iv, and further zx $ Iv_x u /„ if it happens that z3, z4 € /„. Now
geometric considerations show that |z3 — z4| ^ C|zx —z3|. Using this together with
the inequality |zx —z4| ^ \zx — z3| + |z3 — z j we see that (3.1) holds for all sufficiently
small k.
Case I(c). \zl — zz\^\A1k\zz\.
This is analogous to Case I(b), and we omit the details.
It is elementary to show that if \wx\ ^ |w2| ^  |w3| and 0 ^ argvv^ ^ A2k* < \n for
1 ^ y ^ 3 then
j^  — w2| -h lw2 — w3| < |w3| —IWJ
^1^1- (6.1)
Several estimates below will be based on this.
From now on, we may assume that
and |z 2 -z 4 | ^ \Axk\z^. (6.2)
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Case I(d). We have
k j - z j ^ k i — 2T2| + (Z2 — Z3| + |Z3 — Z4|
so that
krxS{Z) = |zx — z2| k 3 — z4| 4- |z2 — z3| |zx—24|
^(|Z1-Z2| + |Z2-Z3|)(|Z2-Z3| + |Z3-Z4|
by (6.1). Hence (3.1) holds provided that
\z1-z2\ + 2A2k^\z2\^k%1-z3\ (6.3)
and
|z2-z4 | + 2i48fci|z8| ^ /T ' | z 2 -z 4 | . (6.4)
Clearly (6.3) holds whenever
ki-2 3 l ^4^2A:|z2|
if k ^  \ as we assume. So if we choose Al to be greater than &A2 then (6.3) is a
consequence of our assumption (6.2). Similarly, (6.4) follows from (6.2).
This completes our treatment of Case I.
7. Case III
It is easily verified that the distance d(z, y2) from z e yx to y2 satisfies
d(z, y2) ^ Ck\z\ min (^3, 44, ^5)
for a suitable positive constant C and we write, similarly,
d{z,y1)^A1k\z\ for
where ^47 is large if each of AZ,A4,A5 is chosen to be large enough. Because of the
orientation of Z, we have p 2 ^ p 3 ^ /?4.
So if zley2 and Zge^ then
\zx-zs\ ^^fcmaxflzjjzal}. (7.1)
Case III(a). /?x ^ 2/?4.
Here we have the estimate
S(Z) ^ M(2/>1)(2/)4) + (2p1)(2/73)} < SkplPii
while |zx —z3| ^ p1—p3 ^ pl— pA > Pi/2- Thus (3.1) holds if |z2 — z4| ^ \6kp4. But if|z2 —z4| < \6kp4 and y4x is large enough, then geometric considerations show that|z2-z3 | + |z3-z4 | ^ 3|z2-z4|. Thus
S{Z) ^ 6kPl\z2-Zi\ ^ \2k\z2-z^\zx-zl
Hence (3.1) holds if 12A: ^ 1.
Case III(b). px < 2pi and {z2,z3,z4} cz Iv u 7V+1 for some v.
In this case |z2 — z3| + |z3 — z4| ^ 3|z2 —z4|, say, from the geometry of yx, so that
S(Z) ^ 3/: |z2-z4|max{|z1-z2|, |z1-z4|}.
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We have |z 1 -z 3 | ^ A7k\z3\ ^ A7kpJ2 by (7.1) and since z3,z4e/vU Iv+V Further,
|zx — z2| and |zx—z4| are less than 3/>4. Thus
S(Z) ^ 9kPi\z2-z,\ ^ \z,-z,\\z2-z,\
if A7 is large enough, and (3.1) holds.
Case III(c). px < 2/>4 but {z2, z3, z4} <t Iv U Iv+1 for any v.
The latter assumption implies that \z2-zj > A1k\z4\/2 so that (6.4) holds. If
px ^ p2 then (6.1) and (7.1) imply that (6.3) holds, so that we now obtain (3.1) as in
C a s e I (d) . If pt^ px< 2/?4 t h e n we h a v e
\zt-z,\ < \pt-p,\ + \0t-0,\min{ptiPj}
< \pt-Pi\+ 2A2k*mm{pi,p}} (7.2)
for all ij, which implies, after some calculations, that
S(Z) ^ k(pl-pz)(pi-p2) + 2A2k*p2(pl-p4) + 4Alk2p2pi ^ ^-z^-z^
if k is small enough. Note that (7.1) holds and that p1—pi ^ Pi—p3 ^ |zx —z3|.
If p2 ^ pi < p4 then (7.2) gives
S(Z) ^ k{pA[(pl-p^ + {p3-p2)]-p3{p1-pi)-pl
+ 2A2k*{p2[(p4 -p3) + (Pi-pJ) +/?3(Pi -Pi)
The sum of the last two terms does not exceed
if Ax > 1 and A7 is large enough. If 2p2 ^ pA then |z2—z4| ^ pjl and
kPtfa-pi+Ps-p*] < 4/:|z2-z4|max{/?15/73} s$ i ^ - Z g H z a -
by (7.1). If 2/?2 > />4 then px+pz-2p2 ^ 2{pi—p2) while
so that (3.1) is valid. This completes our treatment of Case III.
8. CaseV
From the orientation of Z we see that px ^  p2 and p3 ^  pA.
Case V(a). px ^ 2/>4.
Here we have
since p2+P3^ P2+P*^ 2 max {p2,p4}. On the other hand,
\z1-z3\^p1-p3^p1-pi^pj2 and |z2-z4|
Thus once again (3.1) holds if A7 is chosen large enough.
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Case V(b). Either /?4 ^  2px or 2p2 ^ />3 or 2p3 ^ p2.
These are dealt with in the same way as Case V(a).
Case V(c). \ ^ pjpx ^ 2 and \ ^ pjp2 ^ 2.
This is really the heart of the matter. If max{p2,p3} ^ \min{pXipA} then
|2 1 -z 3 | | z 2 - z J ^pxpj4, while
5(Z)
so that (3.1) holds if k ^  ^ . Henceforth we may assume that
max{/?25/73}>|min{/?1,p4}
so that
ma\{pl,p2,p3,p4} ^ gminfo,^,^,,/^} = SR,
say. We assume further that p2 ^  /?3 and hence
R = p2^pz^Pi^SR, p2^Pl^2Pi, Pl^%R.
The situation is entirely analogous when p3<p2. Now by (6.1) and the relation
between y1 and y2, ,|z2 —z3| + |z3 —zj ^ |z2-z4 | + C^2fc5i?
for some positive absolute constant C. If |z2 — z4| ^ A2k*R then
( ) | 2 - z 4 | ^ | z 1 -z 3 | | z 2 -z 4 |
by (7.1) if A1 is large enough.
Suppose now that | z 2 -z 4 | < A2k*R and that px ^  pi + A2k*R. Then
and |z2 —z4| ^ ^4^ i? so that
|za—z3||z2 —z4| ^^ 2 / l 7 A; i / ? 2 .
Also
S(Z) ^ 2plk(\z3-zi\ + \z2-z3\) ^ 16M(|z2-z3| + |z3-z4|).
To obtain (3.1) we are required to prove that
*R. (8.1)
Consideration of where z3 can lie on yx in view of the restrictions p2^ p3^ pA and
|z2 — z4| < A2k*R, shows that (8.1) will hold if A1 is larger than some absolute
constant.
Suppose next that |z2 — z4| ^ A2k*R and that px ^ p4 + A2k*R. Then by considering
where zx and z3 can possibly lie in view of all the assumptions we see that all the
quantities \zl — z2\,\z3 — zi\,\z2 — zz\, and hence also |zx — z4|, are less than CxA2k*R
for some suitable constant C r To see this for \zx — z2|, note that also p2 ^  px. Thus
S(Z) ^ 2C\A\k2R2 and I z ^ z J ^ A7kR. Hence (3.1) holds if
\z2-z^2C\A\A~xkR. (8.2)
Having chosen A3,A4,A5 so large that A1 is large enough we now choose Ax so
large that, in addition to any previous requirements,
exp(Axk/2)^\+2C2xA22A-1k for 0 < A : ^ l .
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Then, if (8.2) fails to hold, we have
pA ^ p2(l +2C\A\A?k)
since R^p2^ p3. Considering how z2,zvzi can be located we see that, for a suitable
constant C2 > 0,
1*2-*3I +1*3 ~ *J < 1*2-Zt\ + C2kRmax{A4, Ab)
^ I z . - z J O + C ^ m a x ^ ,
since, in any case, \z2 — z4| ^ A7kR. Thus (3.1) is satisfied if
4 , ^ 5 } ) ^ | z 1 - z 3 | . (8.3)
But both |zx — z2| and \z1 — z4| are less than 2/?4 ^ 16/? while |zx — z3| ^ A7kR. Thus
(8.3) is valid and hence (3.1) is fulfilled provided that A7 is large enough.
This completes our treatment of Case V. Theorem 5 is thus proved for all
configurations of Z.
9. Proof of Corollary 2
Let the assumptions of Corollary 2 be satisfied. Since
as z -• 0 in D by (3.6), it suffices to find a sequence wneD, wn -> 0 such that
(9.1)
for all « and for some constant Ax. Let the arcs of 3D joining 0 to oo be y1 and y2 as
before. For r > 0, we find an open arc y of {z: |z| = r) contained in D with endpoints
d and C2 on y1 and y2, respectively. For / = 1,2, we set dt{w) = d(w,yt). As w moves
from Ci to C2 along y, the function d1(w)/d2(w) changes continuously from 0 to oo.
Thus there is woey such that d^w^ = ^(^o) = d(wo,dD) = d, say. We choose 64eyf
with \bt — wo\ = d, for / = 1,2.
We wish to prove (9.1) with wn replaced by wQ. If bx = 0 or b2 = 0 then d = \wo\
and (9.1) holds. Otherwise bx # b2, and since dD is a quasicircle, there is a constant
c3 depending on /c only such that
M = max{|61|,|62|} ^ d i a m / ^ c3\b1 — b2\,
where J is the arc of 3D joining b1 to b2 and going through the origin. Hence
M ^ c3{\b1 - wo\ + \b2 - wo\} = 2c3 d.
If M ^ |wo|/2 then (9.1) holds. Otherwise, neither y1 nor y2 contains any points in
{w: \w — wQ\ < |wo|/2}, and so d^ |wo|/2. Thus in any case (9.1) holds, and Corollary
2 is proved.
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